ADDITIONAL TRACK
INFORMATION
1

That’s How We Run (vocal)
April Verch & Jon Weisberger

I’ve been writing fiddle tunes since I was twelve, but this is the first song I wrote that had lyrics. I co-wrote it with my long-time friend, exbandmate and talented songwriter Jon Weisberger while visiting him in Nashville in May 2010.
2

Jim Shank/Ti-Jacques Jarret (instrumental)
Traditional/April Verch Music

We learned “Jim Shank” from Adam Nafziger on our first tour in Alaska. Good tunes always travel well! I wrote the second tune specifically
to go with the first, and since it sounds like a French Canadian-style tune we titled it “Jim Shank,” but in French.
3

Coming Up The Pike/Jimmy Got a Lizard/Farewell Trion (instrumental)
Traditional/Cody Walters/Joe Blaylock

When we’re on tour, Cody and I spend a lot of our spare time playing fiddle and banjo duets. This medley features some of our favorites.
Cody’s tune is titled for Jimmy the cat. (The lizard didn’t make it.)
4

Lazy John (vocal)
Traditional

We recorded this CD in Asheville, NC. While taking a break on our first day of recording, we read in the newspaper that Dirk Powell and
Riley Baugus were playing in town that night. We called them immediately, and asked if they would come by the studio before leaving town
the next morning to play a couple of tunes with us. They did! When they arrived, we had no idea what tunes we would record together. I’d
loved “Lazy John” for a long time but hadn’t tried it before. We knew Riley and Dirk would make it special and since they liked the idea too,
we gave it a go. Riley kills the vocal, and Dirk’s accordion lends a cajun feel.
5

Parker Brown/Possum Run (instrumental)
Brian Duffy/April Verch

The first tune, by Brian Duffy, is a contemporary old time tune that sounds like it’s been around forever, and that is one of the things I love
about it. I learned it from Jerry Correll, a fabulous fiddler and dear friend from Grayson County, Virginia. The second tune is one I wrote in
Jerry’s honor. He lives on Possum Run Lane and I love to visit him there every chance I get. We play fiddle tunes and we fish! This track
features two more good friends and amazing musicians: Chris Sharp (guitar) and Bob Carlin (banjo). They are both former members of
John Hartford’s string band.
6

This Flower (vocal)
Kasey Chambers

I fell in love with this song when I bought my first Kasey Chambers record a few years ago. It reminds me of all of the people in my life I’ll
never be able to thank properly for all they’ve done for me. I am a lucky girl!
7

Long Harbour (instrumental)
April Verch

I am a huge fan of Rayna Gellert’s fiddling, and I was thrilled when she agreed to be a special guest on my album! I emailed her and gave
her a few options for tunes we could play together, or I said I could write something. She replied and said “WRITE SOMETHING!!!!!” This
is the tune I came up with; I wrote it while in the mini van in the bottom of a ferry boat to the Long Harbour port on Salt Spring Island, BC.

8

Worth the Wait (vocal)
April Verch

Before I had even finished writing this, I heard it as a sparse banjo song. Bob Carlin brought it to life exactly how I heard it in my head on
that first day.
9

Indian Ate A Woodchuck (instrumental)
Traditional

There are many great versions of this tune out there, and after hearing a bunch of them, we couldn’t resist trying our own!
10

Still Trying (vocal)
April Verch

My dad, Ralph, plays guitar and sings old country songs, and I’ve always had a soft spot for those old country classics. I wanted to write
something that sounded like it might have been around when Loretta Lynn first came on the scene. This is the song that came out. It was
a dream come true when the legendary Bobby Hicks agreed to play fiddle on it.
11

Five Miles From Town (instrumental)
Traditional

I learned this tune from Cody, who learned it from his roommate, who learned it from Rayna Gellert’s recording. Cody and I recorded it
with Rayna!
12

I’m Waiting To Hear You Call Me Darlin’ (vocal)
Lester Flatt & Chuck Johnson

As a trio, we enjoy performing and listening to a bunch of different styles of music, we are especially huge fans of bluegrass music. So it
was a lot of fun for us to try our version of this classic Flatt & Scruggs song.
13

Guide Me Home (vocal)
April Verch

I’ve recorded a spiritual selection on each of my releases to date, and this time I decided to write an original song to include.
14

Old Sport (instrumental)
Traditional

I learned this tune at a jam session from Ellie Kirby, a sweet lady and fine fiddler from Grayson Country, Virginia. Kyle Dean Smith, one of
my favorite banjo players, who was at that same jam session, lends his bluegrass banjo to this track.
15

Moonshine Mac (vocal)
Mac Beattie

This is a chestnut from the collection of the late Mac Beattie, a renowned Ottawa Valley singer and songwriter. Mac wrote volumes of
songs about the Ottawa Valley, its people, history and culture. With his band, the Melodiers, he played dance halls up and down the valley
every weekend, and he loved to have a great time!
16

Durangs Hornpipe (instrumental)
Traditional

I’m kind of a fiddle tune nerd, and I love how fiddle tunes travel and morph, and how they are related. This is “Durang’s Hornpipe” in the
old time American tradition, then the old time Canadian tradition, and then all mixed up!
17

Ducks On The Millpond (instrumental)
Traditional

This is us jamming it out with Dirk Powell and Riley Baugus. What a blast!
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